the workshop. All had refreshments at the end of drawing watercolor greeting cards. Some students fell in love with Mr. Bala taught clay modeling. and, simultaneously, drawing teacher Dance teacher, Ms. Nallini taught awareness program about waste form of art. He gave a good waste paper and to bring it out in the purpose. Mr. Krishna who is a venue was nice and suitable for the be recommending it to their friends this craft workshop and they would the 24th of November’19.

‘half-day art and craft workshop’ on conducting a workshop. More than a methods, in order to better our young subject, learn new projects, and its

Auroville Bio-region for the coming researching the villages and

So the Mohanam team is

Pallavas, Cholas, etc. of the kingdoms of Samanas, learned and appreciated the Archaeology Department. Our team the temples and villages. The place was guided by Archaeologist Mr. region on the 2nd of November’19. It Education Tour around Auroville Bio-

Youth Space Team: appreciated for its new concept. welcomed by the audience and singing and drumming along with a in Bharat Nivas on a concept of live Team. Likewise, this year, our organized by the AuroSangamam during Diwali Celebration which is

Mohanam wants to be a youthful, vibrant community centre that helps to alive the local rural Tamil cultural heritage. To act as a bridge between Auroville and its surrounding villages and to keep

The Mission

______________________________________________________________________

student. Each one should have the freedom to develop freely.

sincere effort towards harmony.

grave mistake which can compromise the whole work. My blessings are with all

Wishing you a Happy New Year. May each day of the New year bring you luck, joy, May all your dreams and wishes come true, and may prosperity touch your feet.

HAPPY NEW YEAR